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Abst ract - - In  this article, we exhibit a 12-dimensional subspace G of polynomials of three vari- 
ables of degree 3 which interpolates at an arbitrary 4 points, i.e., for every four distinct points 
Ul,U2,U3,U4 E R3 and for every function f E C(R3), there exists a function 9 E G such that 
9(uj) = f(uj), for j = 1, 2, 3,4. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we are concerned with constructing interpolating subspaces of polynomials of 
several variables of relatively small dimension as well as the corresponding interpolation formulae 
a la  Lagrange. 
DEFINITION 1. A (linear) subspace G C C(Rn) is called k-interpolating if for every choice of 
distinct points 
~l~U2~. ,u  k E Rn, 
and for any choice of scalars 
el,a2, . ,a k C R, 
there exists g 6 G such that g(ui) = ai, for all j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k. 
We are interested in identifying k-interpolating subspaces G c C(Rn) with small dimensions. 
DEFINITION 2. Define 
I (k,  n) = inf{dim G:  G C C(R~) is k-interpolating}. 
A subspace G C C(P~) minimal k-interpolating ff it is k-interpolating and dim G = I(k, n). 
Obviously, for n = 1, we have I(k, 1) = k and the space Pk of polynomials of degree k - I 
is a minimal interpolating space. Very little is known in general about minimal interpolating 
subspaces in C(Rn) for n > 1. Here, are a few known facts 
(1) I(2, n) = n + 1, I(3, n) = n + 2, for all n > 1, (cf. [1,2]). 
(2) 2k - 0(k) <_ I(k, 2) < 2k - 1, where 0(k) is the number of l ' s  in the binary representation 
of the integer k. In part icular I(4, 2) = 7. This remarkable inequality was proved in [3] 
(cf. also [4]). 
(3) I(k, n) < (n + 1)k, for all k and n (cf. [5]). 
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In view of (2), it would be natural to conjecture that I(k, n) <_ n(k-1)4-1.  The heuristic being, 
that one needs one function to interpolate at one point and n functions to interpolate at each 
additional point. So far, I failed to find a 10-dimensional subspace in C(R3) that interpolates 
at 4 points; which suggests that, the estimate 3 is not too far-fetched for n = 3. 
The main result of this note is to exhibit a 12-dimensional subspace G C C(R3) which is 
4-interpolating. Notice that, 12 = 4 × 3 << 16 = (n+l )k  for n = 3 and k = 4. In fact, 
12 < 13 : (n + 1) (k -  1) + i. 
We will show that, a subspace G spanned by the 12 = 10 + 2 functions 
[1, x, y, z, x 2 + 2q3yz, 2zx + y2 2yx ÷ q3z2, x 3 4- 6q3xyz 4- q3y3 4- q6z3 ' zx  2 4- q3z2y 
+xy2, yx ~ + q3y2z + q3z2x] • [x2,y2-- z2] , 
interpolate at arbitrary four points in R3. Here, q is an arbitrary real number different from O. 
There is a reason why these functions are broken into two groups. As we will see later, the first 
ten functions are chosen in a "consistent" fashion while the last two are picked ad-hoc to fill in 
the "gap". 
We will use the rest of this section to fix some consistently used notations. 
The vectors in R3 will be denoted as u, v, w with subscripts. The coordinates of these vectors 
will be indicated by letters x, y, z with subscripts. Thus, a typical vector in R3 is u = (x, y, z). 
The symbol PN will stand for polynomials of three variables x, y, z of degree N; while HN will 
denote the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree N. Thus, PN = Ho @ H1 @ ".. @ HN. 
Mm×~ is the linear space of m × ~ matrices. 
Let G be a subspace in C(R3), and let {gl,g2,...  ,gN} be the basis for this space. Then, we 
can associate a matrix 
G(ul, u2, u3, u4) = 
Fgl(ul) g2(ul) 
g l (u2)  g2(~2)  
• .. gN(~)  
. . .  gN(u~) 
• .. gN(~)  
• ..  gN(~4)  
C M4×N, 
with the space G. Observe that, the space G is 4-interpolating if and only if 
rank~(u l ,u2 ,u3 ,u4)  = 4. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF INTERPOLAT ING SPACES 
In what follows, let q be a fixed nonzero real number and e = (1,0, 0) E R,. Define a mapping 
A = Aq : R3 --* M3×s, 
by 
A(u)-- - -A(x,y,z)= qaz x y eM3×3, fo ru=(x ,y ,z )  CR3. 
[q3y q3 z x 
PROPOSITION 1. The mapping A has the following properties 
(a) A is linear. 
(b) d(ul)d(u2) = d(u2)d(ul) for every ul, u2 e Ra (commutative property). 
(e) d (u) is not  invert ib le i f  and onIy if  u = c( q 2, q, 1) for some constant  c or <~, (1, q, q2)> = 0 
(d) A(u)A(v) = 0 if and only if one of the two vectors, say v = c(q 2, q, 1), while the other u 
is orthogonal to the vector (1, q, q2). 
(e) A(u)d(v)e = 0 if and only if A(u)A(v) = O. 
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PROOF. (a) is obvious, while (b) can be easily checked by direct computation. To prove (c), we 
observe that, the determinant for A(x, y, z) factors 
det A(x, y, z) = x 3 - 3xyq3z + q6z3 + q3ya 
= (x + qy + q2z) (q4z 2 _ yq3 z - zxq 2 + y2q2 _ xyq + x2). 
Thus, det A(x, y, z) = 0 if and only if 
CASE 1. (U, (1, q, q2)} = 0. 
CASE 2. q4z2 -- yqaz - zxq 2 + y2q2 _ xyq + x 2 = 0. Solving it as a quadratic equation with 
respect o x we get two solutions 
Hence, the only real solutions are y = qz and x = q:z which proves (c). 
To prove (d) we need to come back to the two cases above. 
In Case 1 if (u, (1, q, q2)) = 0 then, it is easy to see that 
RangeA(u) = [ (1 ,0 -q  2) ; (0, 1 , -q)]  and kerA(u) = [(1, q, q2)] , 
while if v = (q2, q, 1), then 
kerA(v) = [ (1 ,0 , -q  2) ;(0, 1 , -q) ]  and Range A(v) -- [(1,q, q2)l . 
Now, it is easy to see that A(u)A(v)  = 0 if and only if u, v satisfy conditions (d). To prove (e), we 
observe first of all that, the vector e in itself does not belong to any of the two above-mentioned 
subspaees. Secondly, if the vector A(u)e = (x, qaz, qay) = (1, q, q2), then u = (1/q2)(q 2, q, 1). 
Similarly, if A(u)e = (x, q3z, qay) E [(1, 0, _q2); (0, 1, -q) ;  (0, 1, -q)],  then 
det 1 -q  = q3y + q4 z ~_ xq2 = q2 (x + qy + q2z) = O, 
q3 z q3y 
and thus, u is perpendicular to (1, q, q2). That  completes the proof of the proposition. | 
We are now ready to construct subspaces G. For generic u = (x, y, z) we define 
G,~ :={(v, An(x ,  y, z)e) : v E R3}, 
N-1  aN= G(am) 
m~O 
PROPOSITION 2. The sets Gm and G N have the following properties. 
(a) Each Gm is a linear subspace of rim; dimGm = 3 i f  m > 0 and dimGm = 1 i f  m = O. 
(b) G N is a linear subspace of PN-1, and dimG/v = 3(N - 1) + 1. 
(c) G N is a translation invariant, i.e., i f  g E G N, then gl E G N where gl(u) = g(u - uo). 
(d) Let Uo, u l , . . . ,  uN-1 be N distinct points in Ra, such that no 3 points uj, Ul, uk satisfy 
the conditions 
Then, for any ao, a l , . . . ,aN-1  C R there exists g a G N such that g(u j )  = aj~ for ali 
j - - - -0,1,2 . . . .  ,N -1 .  
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PROOF. Part (a) is obvious and (b) directly follows from (a). Part  (c) follows directly from the 
linearity and commutativity. Indeed, 
(v, A '~ (u - u0) e) = (v, (d(u) - d (u0)) "~ e) (Proposition l(a)) 
= v, A ~n-k (uo)Ak(u)e (Proposition 1(5) and binomial theorem) 
\ k=0 
To prove (d) it is sufficient to construct a function g e G N such that 
g(uo)=l  and g(u j )=O,  for a l l j - -1 ,2 , . . . ,N -1 .  
From translation invariance, we assume without loss of generality that uN = 0 C R3. Consider 
the following vector-function 
F(u) = d(u l  - u)A(u2 - u ) . . .  d (uN- ,  -- u)e. 
By Proposition l(e) and conditions imposed on the points uj in Proposition 2(d), we conclude 
that F(0) ¢ 0 and it is obvious that F(uj)  -- 0 for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N -  1. Hence, there exists v e R3, 
such that (v, F(O)e) = 1. It only remains to choose g(u) = (v, F(u)e) c G N and that completes 
the proof of the proposition. II 
EXAMPLE 1. Pick N = 4. In this case, it is easy to compute that 
Go = [1], 
G1 = [z, y, z], 
G2 = [x 2 + 2qayz, 2zx + y2, 2yx Jr q3z2] , 
G3 = [x 3 + 6q3xyz + q3y3 + q6z3 ' zx 2 + q3z2y + xy2 yx2 + q3yZ z + q3z2x] , 
and 
G4 --- I1, x, y, z, x 2 ~- 2q3yz, 2zx + y2, 2yx + q3z2, x 3 -~ 6q3xyz -k q3y3 + q6 z3 ' zx 2 
_kq 3 z2y _~ xy2, yx 2 ~ q3 y] . 
For this particular example, we can prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM I. Let uo, ul, u2, u3 be four distinct points in R3. Then, the following are equivalent 
(1) For any no, al, a2, a3 E R there exists g E G 4 such that g(uj) = aj for j = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
(2) The points uo,ul ,u2,u3 do not form a parallelogram with one side parallel to (q2,q, 1) 
and the other perpendicular to (1, q, q2). 
PROOF. As was done previously, we assume that uo --- 0 and consider the 4 × 10 matrix 
[ i  0,0,0 0,0,0 0,0,0 7 
A(ul)e A2(ul)e AS(u l )e |  
G(O, u l ,u2 ,u3)= A(u2)e A2(u2)e da(u2)e|  " 
L0 A(u3)e A2(u3)e A3(~3)eJ 
Here, the entries Ak(uj)e refer to a three dimensional row vector. It is obvious that this matrix 
has rank = 4 if and only if the rank of the matrix 
"A(~l)e A2(~l)e A3(~l)e] 
O(ul,u2,u3):---- A(u2)e A2(u2)e A3(u2)e] ,  
.A(~)e A2(~)e d3(~)eJ 
is equal to 3. Once again, we consider several cases. 
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CASE 1. The vectors O, Ul,U2,U 3 satisfy the condition (d) in Proposition 2. In that case, the 
conclusion follows from Proposition 2. 
CASE 2. The vectors ul, u2 and u3 do not lie on the same plane. In this case, the rank of the 
submatrix 
A(u2)e| = x2 y2 z2 , 
A(u3)eJ x3 Y3 z3 
of the matrix G(ul, u2, u3) is 3, and thus, rank G(ul, u2, u3) = 3. 
CASE 3. The vector Ul = c(q 2, q, 1), the vector u2 is perpendicular to (1, q, q2), and the vector 
u3 = aul + bu2 and a and b are not both 1. In this case, we use Proposition l(d) to observe that 
A(ul)A(u2) = 0, and therefore, 
At:(u3) = (aA(ul) + bA(u2) k = akAk(ul) + bkAlC(u2). 
Hence, 
[ A(ul)e A2(ul)e A3(ul)e ] 
V(Ul 'U2'U3) := / A(u2)e A2(u2)e A3(u2)e ~ . 
k aA(ul)e + bA(  )e a A (ul)  + b2A2( 2)e a3A ( l)  + b A ( 2)eJ 
Since the first two rows are independent, it is sufficient o prove that, the third one is not the 
sum of ax first plus bx second, which is apparent. 
Indeed, if this was not the case that would force 
akA k (Ul) e + bkA k (u2) e - aA k (ul) e - aA ~ (u2) e = a k ((a k - a) ul + (b k - b) u2) e = 0, 
k= 2,3. 
Since A2(u)e = 0 if and only if u = 0, it implies that 
(ak--a) u l+(bk- -b )u2=O,  k =2,3 .  
But ul and u2 are linearly independent, which merits the desired conclusion. 
CASE 4. In this case, we once again assume the vector ul = c(q 2, q, 1), the vector u2 is perpen- 
dicular to (1,q, q2), and the vector u3 = Ul +u2.  We want to show that rank G(ul,u2,u3) = 2. 
But, in this case, 
[ A(ul)e A2(u~)e A~(u~)e ] 
O(ul,u2,u3) = | A(u2)e A2(u2)e A3(u2)e | ,  
and obviously, the third row is the sum of the first two, which completes the proof of the theo- 
renl. m 
We are now in the position to prove the main thereom. 
THEOREM 2. Let G : G 4 ~ Ix 2, y2 _ z2]. Then, G is a 12-dimensional 4-interpolating space and, 
hence, I(3, 4) < 12. 
PROOF. As before, we assume without loss of generality that, the four points in question are 
0, ul, u2, u3 and in view of the previous theorem we only have to consider the case when vector 
ul = c(q 2, q, 1), the vector u2 is perpendicular to (1, q, q2), and the vector u3 = ul + u2. 
In order, to form a 4-interpolating space we need to start with the space G 4 and add it to two 
extra functions, say f l  and f2 : R3 --* R, such that the rank of the matrix 
A(ul)e A2(ul)e A3(ul)e f l  (ul) f2 (Ul) ] 
A (u2) e A 2 (u2) e A 3 (u2) e f l  (u2) f2 (u2) [ , 
A(ul)e+bA(u2)e A 2(ul)e-]- A 2(u2) e A 3(u l )e~-A 3(u2)e f l  (ul-]-u2) .f2(ul -t-u2)J 
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is 3. This could be accomplished if the following system of equations 
f l (U l  +u2)  = f l (u l )+f l (U2) ,  f2 (u l+u2)  ~-f2(Ul)  +f2(u2) ,  
implies that u 1 and u2 are linearly dependent. Considering particular form of ul  and u2 we easily 
conclude that, the functions f l  and f2 are to be chosen so that for any values of y, z, at least one 
of the following equalities 
f k ( - -q2z - -qY÷l ,Y÷q,z+q2)  =fk ( - -q2z - -qY ,Y ,Z)  +fk (1 ,  q, q2), k=l ,2 .  
cannot hold, unless y = z = 0. It is easy to see that,  by choosing 
f l (x ,y , z )=x  2, f2 (x ,y ,~)=v 2 - z 2, 
the equalities lead to 
2q2z + 2qy = 0, 2qy - 2q2z = O, 
which have only one solution y = z = 0. Thus, the theorem is proved. 
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